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News Recommendation
v Many news recommendation models have been proposed to improve the 

user’s experience in news platforms. 
v News recommendation models often consist of three modules:

Challenges of News Recommendation
v Cold-Start Problem (CSP): the news recommendation models are relied on 

the users’ histories to obtain recommendations. Therefore, they don’t work 
for purely new users or news articles.

v Sparsity: they strongly depend on the assumption that there are enough 
user-news interactions to obtain qualified users and news representations.

v We focus on how to deploy deep learning to combat the sparsity of user-
item interactions and the CSP in the news recommendation.

v We target purely new users and news articles that had zero interactions 
(cold users/ articles). We aim that the recommender is able to give an 
accurate performance to this type of user/article.

vWe propose a three-towers framework called Generative Adversarial Zero-Shot Recommendation (GAZRec) for
news recommendation systems to provide synthetic behavior representation of purely cold users and cold news
based on the conditional Wasserstein GAN. It is applicable to any embedding-based news recommendation
baselines to resolve the CSP.

vAn end-to-end co-training procedure that considers different cold-start scenarios is performed to make the three
towers learned at once, and to provide the synthetic representation from the zero-shot towers to the
recommender tower whenever cold samples have arrived.

v Training the Recommender Tower:

𝐿 = − ∑𝑖∈𝑃 log(𝑝𝑖)
v Training the Zero-Shot Towers:
o The loss of the user generator:

o The loss of the user discriminator:

v The recommendation is conducted
based on the representation of
users and news.

v If the user/news is warm, its
representation is obtained from
user/news encoders.

v If the user/news is warm, its
representation is obtained by the
user/news generator located in the
zero-shot user/news tower on the
left and right.

v The W/C user gate and W/C news
gate are used to switch between
the generators and encoders.

o The Zero-Shot news tower is trained 
similarly.

v We consider the regular case and all the 
cases of CSP in the input: 
o Warm users with warm news (WW) à 𝑥𝑊𝑊 = 𝑢𝑤, 𝑛𝑤
o Cold users with warm news (CW) à 𝑥𝑊𝐶 = 𝑢𝑤, &𝑛𝑐
o Warm users with cold news (WC) à 𝑥𝐶𝑊 = &𝑢𝑐, 𝑛𝑤
o Cold users with cold news (CC) à 𝑥𝐶𝐶 = &𝑢𝑐, &𝑛𝑐

o The news encoder: learning representations of 
news articles from the textual content.

o The user encoder: learning users’ preferences 
from their previously clicked news content. 

o The click predictor: computing the 
recommendation score based on the similarity 
between the user and news representations. 

v Specifically, We treat CSP similarly to zero-
shot learning (ZSL). Such that, we adopt
conditional Generative Adversarial Networks
(conditional-GAN) for generating virtual
behavior representation for cold users and
cold news conditioned on their auxiliary data.

Zero-Shot Towers Performance 
The real representations vs the corresponding

synthetic representations of warm/cold 
users/news 

Effect of the Attribute-Based Behavior 
Transfer 

The origin user/news attributes vs the generated 
user/news representation 
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